
NAME OF THE 
EXAMINATION FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT ADVANCING ASSESSMENT CUMULATIVE ASSESSMENT

SUBJECTS CHAPTER NAME CHAPTER NAME CHAPTER NAME
I know the phonic sounds of letters (A to E) i can identify capital letters case. (Aa to Zz)
I can identify capital letters in sequance from A to E. I can identify small letter ( a to m) Alphabets writing -   Capital letters ( A to z)
i can identify letters with 4 objects I can write capital letters  A to Z to Z)
T ) i can write small letters ( a-m) Missing letters  A to Z
 I can match small letter with capital letters. Matching letters to the objects  A TO Z 

Match Capital letters with small letters( Aa -Zz)
I can identify numbers from 1 to 10. I can write  numbers 1 to 20 Numbers -1 to 30 rout counting
I can count objects  (1 to 3). I can find missing numbers (1 to 20) Number tracing (1 to 30)
I can relate object  with numbers. I can count objects from 1 to 20 Number  writing  (1 to 20 )
I can trace numbers from 1 to 3. I can say number name from (1 - 5) MIssing  NUMBERS (1 to 20)

I can rote count from 1 to 10. Backward Counting 0 to 10
SHAPES - Rectangle ,diamond ,star, oval,heart, 
Circle, Square, triangle .

I can identify basis Shape (Circle , triangle and square) Shapes  (heart , star ,oval ,diamond , rectangle 
opposite -on/ under, one/many,in /out, more/less 
full/empty,front/back fast/slow.

Pattern writing  Standing , sleeping i can identify opposites Backward Counting 20 to 0)
i can pair objects . Counting objects  1 to 20 
Pattern writing ( curve , slanting) Pattern writing ( Circle and mountain)

I can introduce myself. My vehicles Animals  - Domestic, Wild, ,homes  & babies

i know my moods i can identify clothes 
Frestivials- Rakhi, holi, Dussehra, Independence 
day, Diwali, Baishaki. 

I can recall the three golden words. i know about places around me 
Food -  Healthy & unhealthy food,  Meals of the day 
, food we get for plants and animal .

I know primary colours. i can name the different occupation Flowers - Name of flowers and their color 
I am familiar with body parts. i know about  colours Birds -       Name of birds 

i know about people who help us Season-   Summer,  winter,  Rainy. 

i know about animals around us Plants -  Name different plants ,Parts of plants .
I know about fruits and vegetables. Insects  - Name of insects 
I can identify and name different sports Good habits 
My family 
My home 
My school 
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1,2,3,4,5 once i cought a fish alive Bow wow says the dog wind tha bobbin up 
Bits of paper Old mack donald had a farm. Old mack donald had a farm.
Ten little Indians I am a tailor Hop a little, jump a little. 
Ding dong Bell Once i see a little bird Once I saw a little bird. 
Mary had a little boy   A wise old owl   A wise old owl .
Londan bridge Five little monkey Five little monkey

A rose is pink . A rose is pink .
Are you sleeping  brother john Jingle bell Jingle bell 

Machali jal ki rani ha 
Titli rani ,titli rani mujhko dado apneh per .

RHYMES


